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0. INTRODUCTION 
This is an addendum to the preceding paper [7]. Let X be a compact rank one 
symmetric space of dimension greater than one, and let E’s be the normalized 
Laplace operator on X. (See [7].) The eigenvalues of PO are (k + 0/2)~, 
k = 0, 1) 2 )..., where (T is the Maslov invariant of X and the kth eigenvalue 
occurs with multiplicity Nk = O(k”-l). If we perturb P, by adding a potential 
term, that is, replace P,, by PO + p, 4 E Cm(X), each of these multiple eigen- 
values breaks up into a cluster of eigenvalues 
jj!k’ z 9 i = l,..., iv, . 
By elementary mini-max techniques, one can show 
1 A;“’ - (k + a/2)’ 1 < C (OJ)k 
for a constant C independent of k. In this paper we get some sharp estimates on 
the width of the bands (O.l), . Let X be the space of all simple closed geodesics 
on X and let 4” be the function 
where s is arc length. Our main results are the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. If a = min 4 and b = max 4, then 
a + 0 (3 < x6”’ - (k + ;)I < b + 0 (i) . 
In other words, the kth cluster of eigenvalues lies approximately on the interval 
a+ kf- ( ;)2 < X < b + (k + ;)‘. 
Our next result concerns the distribution of the eigenvalue on this interval. 
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THEOREM 2. If c is a point on the interval [a, b] then there exists a sequence of 
eigenvalues, A,, k = 1,2 ,..., such that 
The proof of Theorem 1 makes use of results in [7] on the operator R = 
exp 277(- l)rl”(P,, + q)lj2. The proof of Theorem 2 uses arguments of “Maslov” 
type very similar to those of [6]. W e note that as a corollary of Theorem 2 we 
have the following improvement on Theorem 1 of [7]: 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a rank one symmetric space not equal to the standard 
n-sphere. Suppose that the kth cluster of eigenvalues can be con.ned in an interval of 
width Ed where lim inf ck = 0. Then q is constant. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply 4 constant. For all the rank one symmetric 
spaces except the sphere this implies q constant (see [7]) while, for the sphere, it 
implies q = ql + const, where q1 is odd. 
1. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let P = P, + q. We recall from [7] that the operator 
W = (-1)” exp(--1)1/22rrP1/2 -I 
is a pseudodifferential operator of order -1 with leading symbol 
Qq(x, t) = l 1 
2(-1Y2 I 5 I v(s.d q(s) ds. (l-1) 
y(x, 8) is the geodesic passing through the point (x, 8) in the cotangent bundle of 
X. Consider the operator 
v  = (2/--I Pi/2/CT) w. (1.2) 
Its eigenfunctions are the same as those of Pll2 and the eigenvalue of V corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue hik) of P is 
((- ~)““/GT)(A~‘)““((- l>” exp 24- 1)1’2(Xp))1’2 - 1). (1.3) 
Now let Ai”) = (k + u/2)” + ~1”‘. Then expression (1.3) is equal to ~1”) + 0( l/k). 
From (1.1) and (1.2) we get for the symbol of the operator V 
4%x, 5) = $ J:, E) q(s) A. 
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Hence the operators M, = V - al and M, = bI - V have symbols which are 
nonnegative everywhere. This means we can write 
M, = M+, + M’, and Mb = Mf, + M’, , (1.4) 
where M+, and M,+ are nonnegative self-adjoint pseudodifferential operators 
of order zero and M’, and M’, are pseudodifferential operators of order -1. 
Now let elk), k = 1, 2 ,..., i = l,..., Nk , be an orthonormal basis of eigen- 
functions of P corresponding to the eigenvalues A$‘). Then by (1.3) we have 
(Mae?‘, ep)) = vp) - a + 0(1/K). (1.5) 
On the other hand 
(M&j, ey)) = (M,+el”‘, el”)) + (M&z?), el”)) 
> (M&l”‘, el:‘c)) = ( l!(h’ik’)1’2)(MarP1’2e~‘, elk)). 
Since M’,P1i2 is of order zero the last term in parentheses is bounded, while 
(A~“‘)‘/” m K; so 
(M,& et”)) > -C/k 
for some constant C. We conclude from (1.5) that 
VP) > a - C,/k 
with another constant C, . A similar argument shows that 
VP) < b + C,/K 
for some constant C, . This proves the theorem. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let c be any point on the interval [a, b]. The function 4: X + R is continuous, 
and X is connected, so by the intermediate value theorem there exists a simple 
closed geodesic y such that (1/2rr) sY q(s) ds = c. Let x0 be a point on y and & 
the unit convector in T*,. such that y = r(xe, 5,). Let e,,+ be a generalized 
function on X such that 
We will assume that e,+ belongs to the class of Hermite distributions defined by 
Boutet de Monvel in [l]; and so, by [4], h as a well-defined leading symbol which 
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is a symplectic spinor in the “spin” space intrinsically attached to the ray through 
(x0 , &,).’ Let e+-(x, 2) be th e solution of the hyperbolic equation 
(&2 
n 
& e+(x, t) = P ( ij” - 4) e+(x, t), e+(x, 0) = e,+. 
Thus we can write 
e+(x, t) = e-(-1)1’2(o12)t(e,p(-l)l/2~p~/2) e,+. 
Since exp( - 1)1/22~P0 ‘j2 = ( - lp1, e+(x, t) is periodic of period 27~ in t, and can, 
therefore, be regarded as a generalized function on X x S. By the propagation- 
of-singularities theorem of Hormander [8], its wave front set is concentrated on 
the two-dimensional isotropic submanifold of T*(X x 9): 
27 = {(x, 7, t, T), x = x(t), ?j = 75(t), 7 > O}, 
where y(t) = (x(t), f(t)) is the geodesic through (x0, 4,). Moreover, by [4, 51, 
e+(x, t) is a Hermite distribution whose symbol is a symplectic spinor on the 
symplectic normal bundle of Z. Let E-k Cm(Sr) + Cm(X) be the Hermite 
operator whose Schwartz kernel is the distribution ef. By construction 
POE’ = E+ e(-l) 
We also need to introduce an operator E-: Cm(S1) -+ Cm(X), which is a kind 
of conjugate operator to E f. Let e-, = ~-1-s and let e-(x, t) be the solution of the 
wave equation 
(‘i” + 4) e-(x~ t) = - ,-~,1,2 &e-(x, t). 
The operator E- defined by the Schwartz kernel e-(x, t) is a Hermite operator 
whose underlying isotropy relation is 
and it also satisfies formula (2.1). Let E = Ef + E-, and consider the operator 
E*E. According to the composition formulas for Hermite operators discussed in 
[4, 51, this is a Hermite operator on S whose underlying isotropy relation is just 
the identity canonical relation; therefore, it is a standard pseudodifferential 
operator. The rules for composing symbols of Hermite operators enable one to 
1 In what follows one can use, in place of the Hermite distributions, the Fourier integral 
distributions with complex phase introduced by Hormander [9] and Mellin and Sjostrand 
[lo]. All we need is a class of distributions with “sharp ” wave front sets and well-defined 
svmbols. 
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infer that its symbol is positive everywhere; so it is elliptic; moreover it is 
constant coefficient, since it commutes with dldt, and nonnegative since it is of 
the form E*E. This means it has a square root with similar properties. Replacing 
E by E(E*E)-li2 we can assume that E has all the properties of the preceding 
paragraph plus the property: E*E = Identity on the complement of the 
(finite-dimensional) kernel of E. 
Let q# be the restriction of q to the geodesic y. Identifying y with 9 we can 
think of q# as a function on 9. We need 
LEMMA 1. The operator 
(q I&) E - E(q’ IQ) (2.2) 
is a Hermite operator of order one-half less than the order of E. 
Proof. This requires the following elementary fact about the symbol calculus 
for Hermite operators: If a Hermite operator is premultiplied or postmultiplied 
by an ordinary pseudodifferential operator, the symbol of the composite operator 
is just the pointwise product of the symbols. Granted this fact, it is clear that the 
leading symbol of the first term in (2.2) is the same as the leading symbol of the 
second term; so the difference is of order one-half less (since the symbols of 
Hermite operators descend by half-integer amounts). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let H be the operator (2.2). Then H*H is an ordinary pseudo- 
disferential operator of ordH minus one on 9. 
We now prove Theorem 2. To simplify matters let us suppose for the moment 
that CJ is even. Then replacing E by E(e ( - 1)“2(~/2)tIdS,)and Hby H(e(-l)“a(o/2)tIdsl) 
we can rewrite identities (2.1) and (2.2) in the form 
PE = E(-d/dt2 + q#) + H. (2.3) 
We now recall some elementary facts about Hill’s operator: Q = -ds/dt2 + q#. 
LEMMA 2. The periodic eigenvalues of Hill’s operator consist of a simple lowest 
eigenvalue, X, , plus pairs of ezgenvalues {Ajk), i = 1, 2}, k = 1, 2,..., which satisfy 
the asymptotic identities 
X(k) = k2 +& szm qW dt + 0 (+-) . 
0 
The anta@iodic eagenvalues (corresponding tofunctions f E Cm(W) withf (x + 27r) = 
-f(x)) consist of pairs {z@), i = 1,2} which satisfy 
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Proof. See, for example, [3, Sect. 4.21. 
Let fk be the kth periodic eigenfunction of Hill’s equation normalized so that 
/I fk [I = 1. Let g, = Efk . S ince E is an isometry modulo an operator of finite 
rank 11 g, I/ = 1 + O(km). Let 71c = k2 + (1/2~) sy @i(t) dt. By Lemma 2, 
1 7k - A,# / = 0( l/k2), where A, # is the eigenvalue of Q corresponding to ffi . 
We now prove 
LEMMA 3. J[ Pg, - Tkgk [j = 0(1/W). 
Proof. 
11 pgk - Tkg I/ = 11 ‘gk - &c#gk /I + O(1b2) 
= II P-Ef!x - EQfk II + OUlk2) 
= II Hfk II + Wlk2). 
Since H*H is of order - 1. 
11 Hfk iI2 = <H*Hfk , fk> = ( l/(hk#)“2)(H*HQ1’2 fk , fk). 
But I&#)~/~ w k, and the operator in the last bracketed expression is bounded; 
so we get II Hfk 11 = O(1/k1/2), and the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. There exists a sequence of eigenvalues, Ak , of P such that 
h, = k2 + (l/24 s,, q + O(1/k1i2). 
Proof. The proof of this is standard; see, for example, [2, Sect. 1.51. 
Since a/2 is, by assumption, an integer we can substitute k + o/2 for k in the 
result above. Since c = (1/2a) s q this concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
If ~712 is a half-integer, this proof must be modified somewhat. Multiplication 
by eito12Jr maps the periodic functions on the interval (0, 2~7) unitarily onto the 
antiperiodic functions; so the spectrum of 
e-(-1,1'*(~/2,t(_d2/dt2 + q#) e(-l)%7/2)t 
is the same as the antiperiodic spectrum of -d2/dt2 + q#. Therefore in the 
arguments above we need to replace estimate (2.4) for the asymptotic size of the 
kth periodic eigenvalues by estimate (2.5). Otherwise the proof is the same. 
APPENDIX 
For X = S2 we can describe a little more explicitly the intertwining operator, 
E, of Section 2. Let y be the geodesic obtained by rotating the point (1 , 0,O) in R3 
in a counterclockwise sense about the z-axis as in Fig. 1. Let E be the operator 
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constructed in Section 2. Since the Maslov index of S2 is one, E satisfies the 
intertwining condition 
p& = E e(-1) “%/2) 
FIGURE 1 
We will showithat we can normalize E so that it satisfies an additional inter- 
twining condition. Given 0 < l9 < 2~, let R,: Ss -+ S2 be rotation by an angle 0 
about the z-axis, and let R,: B + s1 be the corresponding rotation of the circle. 
We will show that we can normalize E so that 
R,*E = ER,* W) 
for all 0. Indeed, by construction, the symbol of the operator on the left is the 




2= R,*ER:o de, 
this operator has the same symbol as E, but also has the indicated invariance 
property. We show now that E is almost completely determined by properties 
(Al) and (A2). To see this we need to recall some elementary facts about 
spherical harmonics. Let V,, tk) be the space of homogeneous polynomials of 
degree k on iR3 which satisfy 
-(ayw + ayay + ayaqf = 0 
and let Vk) be the subspace of Cm(S2) consisting of the restrictions of the elements 
of V@) By definition this is the space of kth order spherical harmonics. It is 0 . 
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identical with the kth eigenspace of P,, . The action of 9 on S2 described above 
decomposes this space into (2K + 1) invariant one-dimensional subspaces: 
V(k) = f  ,1(k) 
(A31 
l=-k: 
such that the representation of 9 on V,(“) is the representation R,v = eizov. 
From (Al) we conclude that Eeikt lies in c/‘(“) and from (A2) we conclude that 
E&‘Lt ; c,fivr), where v($ and T@ are the spherical harmonics of maximal 
and minimal weight in the decomposition (A3). As in Section 2 we can normalize 
E so that 1 cIp / = 1. Thus, E is completely determined except for the ambiguity 
in the arg cik’s. 
It was pointed out to us by Hormander that the operator E can be obtained by 
an alternative construction using potential theory in the plane. To describe this 
construction, let us think of S’ as the boundary of the closed unit disk, D, in the 
(x, y) plane and let r: S2 ---) D be the projection map Z-(X, y, 2) = (x, y). We will 
show that, up to a normalization of the kind described in the previous paragraph, 
E = ++9, (A4) 
where 9: Cs(S1) + C”(D) is the Poisson kernel operator, which associates to 
each f  E Ca(S) the unique harmonic function u on D with u 1 8D = f. 
Proof. We first of all show that this operator has the required intertwining 
properties. Clearly 
&i’“t = (x + e)“, k 3 0, 
= (x - iy)“, k < 0. 
Since (X + iy)” and (X - iy)” are harmonic as functions on W, they are also 
harmonic when thought of as kth-order polynomials on R3. Thus, &Vkt lies 
in F), and it follows that T*J~ has the intertwining property (Al). Moreover, 
R,%r*8 = &R,*8 = .rr*YRo’, 
so it also has the intertwining property (A2). 
Finally we have to show that the operator ZYV’ can be constructed by the 
procedure described in Section 2. Let e(x, t) be the Schwartz kernel of this 
operator. We have to show that e(x, t) satisfies the P.D.E. 
PO e(x, t) = eitj2 - ( $-) ecit12 e(x, t) 
and that the initial data e,,(x) = e(x, 0) and e,(x) = (ae/at)(x, 0) are distributions 
with wave front sets concentrated on the line 
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in T*S2, where x0 = y(O) = (1, 0, 0) and & = dy, = (1, 0,O). Identity (A5) is 
just a rephrasing of (Al). To prove the assertion about WF sets we note that 
e, = 7r*8So and e, = 7~*9%,’ , 
where 6, and 8, are the delta function and its derivative at the point t = 0 in 23. 
Now by the Poisson summation formula 6, = C eint, so 
Let us show that l/(1 - x - iy), regarded as a function on S2, has the required 
wave front set. It is clearly smooth except at the point (1, 0, 0). To study its 
behavior at (1, 0, 0) we write 
(1 -f_,, - 
1+x 1+x 
(1 - x”) - i(1 + x)y = y2 + x2 - i(1 + x)y . 
Making the substitution y  = -(1 + x)yl , z = -(l + x)zr and then dropping 
the subscripts we see that up to a nonzero smooth factor, the distribution above 
is identical with the distribution 
f = NY2 + .z2 + iY) (-46) 
in the (y, z) plane. Expression (A6) is smooth except at the origin and satisfies 
the differential equation 
Lf = (2z&(-l)“2+2y)~)f =o. 
The characteristic variety of L in T,*(lR2) is the ray (cdy, c # O}; so the wave 
front set off is concentrated at the origin and in this single direction. This 
proves our assertion about the wave front set of e, . Since e, = ES,’ = (a/ae)e, 
by (A2) (where a/a0 is the generator of the group of rotations about the z-axis), 
WF(e,) is the same as WF(e,). 
Operator (A4) is not an isometry; however, it is easy to see how far it diverges 
from being an isometry. In fact, if q~ is the polar angle on S2 (as in Fig. 1) 
1 n*Peint I2 .= 1 x + iy I212 = (sin T,>~“. 
Hence, letting uk = 11 m*@eilEt llL2 , we get 
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the last equality being a simple exercise in elementary calculus. By Stirling’s 
formula, the right-hand side of this identity admits an asymptotic expansion 
u,2 - (?+)l/~( 1 + u27t-1 + a2+ + . ..). 
Therefore, the operator M:L2(SL) +L2(S1) defined by the formula Feint = 
(u&l eint for --co < n < CO is a translation invariant pseudodifferential 
operator, and M composed with operator (A4) is an isometry of L2(9) into 
L2( s‘q. 
Remark. In higher dimensions one can also give potential theoretic con- 
structions of the intertwining operators of Section 2 but the results are somewhat 
more complicated. 
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